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in Carbon Nanotubes
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We show that the Peierls instability can result in softening of acoustic phonons with small wave
vectors and suggest that this unusual transition takes place in carbon nanotubes, resulting in a static twist
deformation of the nanotube lattice. The topological excitations in the ordered phase are immobile and
propagate only in pairs.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.86.4572 PACS numbers: 63.20.Kr, 05.45.Yv, 63.70.+h, 72.80.RjPhase transitions involving phonon softening caused by
an electron-lattice instability, occur in many kinds of crys-
talline solids, e.g., ferroelectrics, Jahn-Teller systems, and
charge- and spin-density-wave materials. The nature and
wave vector q of the soft phonon depends on the mecha-
nism of the structural transition. For instance, the charge
redistribution within unit cells of ferroelectric materials
results in the softening of acoustic phonons with small
q, manifest in the vanishing of the phonon velocity y
at the transition temperature [1]. On the other hand, for
the charge- and spin-density-wave transitions in metals
with nested Fermi surfaces, q equals the nesting vector
[2]. Thus, in quasi-one-dimensional Peierls materials the
strong mixing of low-energy particle-hole excitations and
phonons with q  2kF (kF is the Fermi wave vector),
causes the frequency of these phonons to vanish at the
transition temperature. At half filling, this leads to a semi-
conducting state in which the lattice sites are alternatively
displaced to the left and to the right, thereby doubling the
lattice period (lattice dimerization) [3].
In this Letter we show that, surprisingly, also acoustic
phonons may soften due to a Fermi surface instability. In
particular, we show that in a half-filled metallic carbon
nanotube (CNT) the Peierls mechanism of the metal-
insulator transition does not increase the lattice period
but, instead, forces the nanotube to twist around its axis.
We estimate the transition temperature and discuss the
effect of the instability on the conductivity of the tubes.
We also introduce and derive the properties of a new type
of elementary excitation: solitwistons, which are kinks in
both the twist angle and the lattice dimerization.
An undoped CNT of the armchair type is a half-filled
quasi-one-dimensional conductor [4]. The conduction
electrons have zero momentum around the CNT cir-
cumference. The Fermi surface consists of two points,
k  6kF , with k the electron wave vector along the CNT
axis. As the CNT unit cell contains two C ions (Fig. 1),
two bands of electrons with velocities 6yF cross at each
Fermi point (Fig. 2). The Hamiltonian describing the












Here, sˆ3 is the Pauli matrix and we set h¯  1. The
spinor Cns  cRnscLns  denotes electrons moving to the
right/left with Fermi velocity yF near the Fermi point
n  1, . . . ,NF (for the CNT, NF  2).
As is clear from Fig. 2, two types of electron backscat-
tering (reverting the sign of the electron velocity) occur in
the armchair CNT. The dashed arrow indicates the usual
backscattering, taking place between two different Fermi
points. The relevant short-wavelength phonons correspond
to the Kekulé structure of the CNT. In addition, however,
a second type of backscattering exists, which is caused by
long-wavelength phonons and leaves the electron near the
same Fermi point (solid arrow). In what follows we will
solely concentrate on the latter type of backscattering, as
it leads to a new type of Peierls distortion and topological
excitation. We have checked that inclusion of the first type
of backscattering does not suppress this instability; in fact,
it even increases its critical temperature.
The hexagonal lattice of the cylindrically shaped CNT
is composed of two triangular sublattices i  A,B, dis-
tinguished by open and closed circles in Fig. 1. The vec-
tor r  x, y describes the coordinates of C ions along





FIG. 1. Schematic picture of an armchair CNT. The open and
closed circles denote the C ions of the two triangular sublat-
tices i  A,B. Also indicated are the definitions of the lattice
displacements.© 2001 The American Physical Society





FIG. 2. Electron energy dispersion near the Fermi energy of
a half-filled armchair CNT and the two types of backscattering
processes distinguished in the text.Rir  Xi ,Yi describes the shifts of the ions. Since
the transverse momentum of the electrons near the Fermi
surface is zero, the relevant ionic displacements depend
only on the x coordinate along the CNT axis: Ri  Rix.
The lattice is invariant under the reflection in the plane
containing the CNT axis (Py): y ! 2y, XA $ XB, YA $
2YB, and in the plane perpendicular to the axis (Px): x !
2x, Xi ! 2Xi , Yi ! Yi . The general expression for the
lattice Hamiltonian of the long-wavelength phonons com-
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1 . (2)Here, X6  XA 6 XB
p
2 and Y6  YA 6 YB
p
2,
while the prime and the dot denote, respectively, spatial
and time derivatives. The constants rx ,ry are the mass
densities, while the other parameters are the harmonic lat-
tice constants. The four phonon modes can be classified
by their parity Py . The acoustic and optical positive parity
modes, for which X2  Y1  0, correspond to a relative
motion of the two sublattices in the circumferential direc-
tion. As the corresponding lattice distortions do not affect
the length of the bonds along the CNT axis, these modes
result only in forward scattering and are discarded below.
On the other hand, the two negative parity modes (X1 
Y2  0), one optical (vo 
p
axrx ) and one acoustic
[vaq  y0jqj with y0 
p
axby 2 d2x ryax ], cor-
respond to an alternation of bond lengths along the CNT
axis, which results in electron backscattering.
Assuming that the electron hopping depends on the
distance between neighboring sites, the Hamiltonian de-
scribing the electron backscattering off the negative parity
phonons with small phonon momenta q has the form




dxCyn,sDo 1 Dasˆ1Cn,s ,
(3)
where sˆ1 is the Pauli matrix, whileDo andDa are the fields
describing the optical and acoustic phonons, respectively,
with Py  21:(




Da  2caY 01 ,
(4)
where co  3ak
p
Nc and ca  co4dx 1 dax4ax
contain the electron-lattice coupling ak, the number Nc
of zigzag chains around the circumference of the armchair
CNT, and the distance d between two carbon atoms in the
undistorted hexagonal lattice. In terms of the fields Da and



















Here, rj is the mass density (ro  rx ,ra  ry) and thedimensionless coupling constant lj  NFc2jpyFrjf2j ,
with fo  vo , for the optical phonon, and fa  y0, for
the acoustic phonon. From Eq. (4) we see that to lowest
order in the derivatives, the optical phonon corresponds to
a relative shift of the triangular sublattices along the nano-
tube axis (X2), while the acoustic phonons describe a
twist distortion of the cylindrical CNT lattice (Y1). Both
modes result in a lattice deformation with out-of-phase
bond length dimerization in neighboring zigzag chains
along the CNT axis.
ForDa  0 and NF  1, the Hamiltonian of our model,
given by the sum of Eqs. (1), (3), and (5), coincides with
the TLM model of trans-polyacetylene [5]. On the other
hand, for Do  0 and NF  2, it becomes the Hamil-
tonian describing the electron-twiston interactions, which
was used to explain the linear temperature dependence of
the resistivity of the armchair CNTs [6].
Phase transition.—First we consider the temperature
dependence of the optical and acoustic phonon frequencies
for T . Tc. The coupling of the phonons to electrons
mixes the bare optical and acoustic phonon modes and
renormalizes their frequencies. The renormalized optical
phonon frequency, v˜oq, obtained in the random phase
approximation, is for v˜oq ø T given by (cf. Ref. [2])
v˜2oq  v
2
oq 1 2 lo lngWpT  , (6)
while it is hardly affected for v˜oq ¿ T . Here W is the
energy cutoff of the order of the electron band width and
g  1.781 072 . . . is the exponential of the Euler’s con-
stant. Similarly, the renormalized acoustic phonon fre-




1 2 lo 1 la lngWpT 
1 2 lo lngWpT 
. (7)
In deriving Eq. (7) we assumed that v˜aq ø T , v˜oq.
We thus see that v˜oq is independent of la and is
the same as in the absence of the coupling to acoustic
phonons. On the other hand, the renormalized acoustic
phonon frequency depends on the sum of la and lo . As
a result, the acoustic phonons “soften” first, at the critical4573











As v˜aq  0  0 at all temperatures, the “softening” in
this case means vanishing of the acoustic phonon velocity
at T  Tc. Thus, no matter how much lo is larger than
la, it is always the velocity of the acoustic phonon that
becomes zero at the transition temperature, whereas the
optical phonon frequency stays finite at T  Tc. This is
a consequence of the mixing of the optical and acoustic
phonons due to their interactions with electrons, which
results in a repulsion between the frequencies of the two
modes. As a result, the optical and acoustic branches can
never cross and the singularity at Tc always occurs in the
lower, i.e., acoustic, branch.
The Peierls transition in metallic CNTs has been
considered in previous studies where, however, only the
interaction between electrons and a single optical phonon
mode has been taken into account [7]. Our model also in-
cludes acoustic phonons, which are coupled to optical ones
through excitation of virtual electron-hole pairs. There-
fore, in this model the average values of both Da and Do
become nonzero below the transition temperature Tc. In
the mean-field treatment of the lattice one has to mini-
mize the total free energy with respect to the two order
parameters Da and Do . The solutions of the resulting self-
consistency equations have the following properties:
(i) The Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations for the sum
of the optical and acoustic order parameters, Dx 
Dox 1 Dax, are the same as in the TLM model with
a single phonon mode [5] and a degeneracy of the elec-
tronic states Nd  2NF , but with the coupling constant
l  lo 1 la. (ii) The optical  j  o and acoustic
 j  a order parameters are proportional to Dx:
Djx  ljlDx.
Thus the classical configurations minimizing the free en-
ergy of our model in the ordered state are identical to those
for the TLM model. In particular, we obtain that the order
parameter in the homogeneous state Dx  D0 at zero
temperature has the value D0  pgTc, with Tc as in
Eq. (8). As follows from Eq. (4), the nanotube in the or-
dered state is uniformly dimerized due to the relative shift,
X2, of the two triangular sublattices. This corresponds
to the “frozen” optical phonon mode in the conventional
Peierls scenario. In addition, however, below Tc the lattice
develops a uniform twist, which corresponds to a linearly
growing amplitude, Y1 ~ x, of ionic displacements in the
direction perpendicular to the CNT axis. Such a lattice
distortion is not a frozen phonon mode, as it corresponds
to large deviations of ions from their equilibrium positions
in the high-temperature phase. The twist angle is propor-
tional to the acoustic order parameter Da  lalD0.
Topological excitations.—The topological excitations in
the TLM model are kinks, or domain walls, in the order
parameter. The analytical expression for the kink is given4574by Dx  D0 tanhxj0, where j0  yFD0 is the cor-
relation length [5]. Using this form of the kink and Eq. (4),
we immediately arrive at the lattice distortions for a topo-
logical excitation in the CNT:(








Near the kink both Dox and Dax change sign and the
combination of a dimerization kink (soliton) and a change
in the sign of the twist angle suggests to call this topologi-
cal excitation a solitwiston.
Because of the internal degeneracy Nd  4, the
solitwiston’s spin-charge relations coincide with those of
the kink in polyyne [8]: In the (undoped) armchair CNT
the neutral solitwiston (Q  0) can have spin S  0 or
S  1 since two electrons occupy the midgap states at the
two Fermi points. If one electron is removed from (added
to) the system, the corresponding charged solitwiston
is found to have charge Q  1e Q  2e and spin
S  12, while for two removed (added) electrons the
doubly charged solitwiston has spin S  0. Thus, in
contrast to the exotic spin-charge relations of solitons in
trans-polyacetylene, those relations are quite usual for the
solitwistons in CNTs. The TLM model also describes
a nontopological polaronic excitation corresponding to
a bound solitwiston-antisolitwiston pair [5]. For CNTs
we call this excitation a polartwiston, as it describes a
local indentation of both the optical and acoustic order
parameter.
Since, according to Eq. (4), in the ordered state, X2
is of the same order as dY 01, one may doubt the validity
of the continuum approximation used above. Therefore,
we also performed numerical calculations of the optimal
lattice configuration at T  0. For this purpose we con-
sidered an elastic spring model, including harmonic inter-
actions between C ions up to the third neighbor. We used
a steepest-descent algorithm to determine the minimal en-
ergy lattice configuration of the CNT. The values of the
coupling parameters involved were chosen to satisfy two
conditions: (i) The correlation length, j0, is much smaller
than the system size. (ii) The coupling between the shifts
Y1 and X2 is small, so that approximatelyDo ~ X2, while
Da ~ Y 01. The numerical results for periodic boundary
conditions on the shifts are shown in Fig. 3. At half filling
(a), we obtain Y1  0 and a finite value for X2, corre-
sponding to a relative shift of the two triangular sublattices
A and B. The absence of a twist in the ground state, which
is in obvious contradiction with the result of the continuum
approximation, is a finite-size effect: The uniform twist
is simply incompatible with the periodic boundary condi-
tions for the given CNT length and model parameters.
In (b) we show the effect of doping on the lattice con-
figuration (a) by adding Nel  1, . . . , 4 electrons to the
initially half-filled system. For an additional electron the
creation of a polaronic excitation is, in principle, energeti-
cally more favorable than the creation of a solitwiston.













(e) Nel = +7













(f) Nel = +8













(c) Nel = +5













(d) Nel = +6













(a) Nel = 0













(b) Nel = +1,+2,+3,+4
FIG. 3. Peierls state of the armchair CNT for periodic bound-
ary conditions imposed on the shifts X2 (dashed line) and Y1
(solid line). The index n  1, . . . , 100 denotes rings of carbon
atoms along the CNT axis (corresponding to 50 hexagons) and
Nel denotes the number of added electrons.
However, since in the finite chain (a) there is no twist
at half filling, the energy is minimized by creation of a
solitwiston-antisolitwiston pair (b). As the antibonding su-
perposition of the midgap states of the two solitwistons can
accommodate up to Nd  4 electrons, the lattice configu-
ration (b) remains the same for Nel  2, 3, and 4. Then,
on adding the fifth up to seventh electron, a charged polar-
twiston appears in the CNT lattice [see (c)–(e)]. This
excitation distorts the lattice locally with an indentation
of the order parameters that depends on the number of
added electrons, similar to the polaron in polyyne [8]. Fi-
nally, we plot in (f) the minimal energy lattice configu-
ration obtained with eight extra electrons for which the
periodic boundary conditions require a second solitwiston-
antisolitwiston pair to appear.
The creation energy of a solitwiston is m  4D0p,
which is twice that of a soliton in the TLM model, due
to the degeneracy Nd  4 of the electronic states. The
dynamical properties of the solitwistons, however, differ
much more dramatically from those of the soliton in the
TLM model. While in the latter the soliton can propagate
along the chain without changing its profile, the shift of
the solitwiston brings the entire CNT into motion and re-
sults in a constant kinetic energy density at distances larger
than j0 from the solitwiston position. Thus the mass of
the solitwiston is proportional to the tube length, render-
ing isolated solitwistons immobile. They may, however,
propagate in pairs, as such a motion only affects the ions
between the two solitwistons. The mass of such a pair is
proportional to the pair size.Conclusions.— In this Letter, we studied the Peierls
transition due to the backscattering of electrons on both
optical and acoustic phonons. We found that, independent
of the electron-phonon coupling constants, the acous-
tic phonon softens at Tc, whereas the optical phonon
frequency remains finite. We suggest that such a transition
takes place in armchair CNTs, leading to a static twist
of the CNT below Tc. The topological excitations in
our model are, unlike solitons in trans-polyacetylene,
immobile and can propagate only in pairs. Since the
coupling constant l ~ 1Nc , where Nc is the number of
zigzag chains around the CNT circumference, the critical
temperature Eq. (8) decreases exponentially with Nc.
As a result, the Peierls transition can take place only
in small-radius nanotubes. We estimate Tc  10 K for
CNTs with Nc  8 [9]. CNTs with small radius may
also be of interest for technological applications [10] and
examples of such small tubes have in fact been synthesized
[11]. We note that due to the softening of the acoustic
phonons (the twistons), the temperature dependence of the
electrical resistivity calculated within our model shows a
low-temperature upturn, which qualitatively agrees with
experimental data on CNTs [6,9]. As twist deformations
in CNTs have recently been observed using scanning
tunneling microscopy [12], one may also speculate on the
possibility to observe doping-induced solitwistons using
this technique.
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